
Snow Control 

RDV™ V-PLOWS

Redefine what your half-ton truck can do. The new SnowEx® RDV V-plows have the features and benefits of the 
larger plows but are specifically designed for half-ton trucks. They are constructed of high-strength, low-alloy 
steel, making them stronger and lighter than conventional steel. Available in powder-coated steel or stainless 
steel, the plows configure to varying vehicle heights for optimum performance on some of the most popular 
truck models.



/  Automatixx®  
Attachment System
The Automatixx attachment system 
provides fast and easy snowplow hook-up 
that can all be handled from one side of 
the truck. A spring assisted handle allows 
simplified engagement of the pin lever 
when locking the plow onto the truck.

/  Responsive Direct Lift
The direct lift system includes a massive 
cylinder that delivers a wide range of 
motion, impressive lifting power and high 
stacking performance.

/  Trip-Edge Protection
Independent trip edge protects the plow, 
truck and operator when encountering 
obstacles, and functions in any position 
(scoop, V, angle or straight). Because  
only the edge trips, snow load loss  
is minimized. 

/  Adjustable  
Width Configuration
Engineered to configure to varying vehicle 
heights in order to maintain optimum 
performance and offer improved ground 
clearance for transporting the plow on  
low height vehicles.

MODEL
Blade Width
Blade Height

Approx. Weight*

Powder-Coated Steel Stainless Steel

7' 6" 
27" hinge / 33" end
491 lb

7' 6" 
27" hinge / 33" end
537 lb

/  Scrape Maxx™  
Down-Force Kit
The optional Scrape Maxx™ kit adds 
down-force to the RDV plow to maximize 
back dragging performance and improve 
overall clearing capabilities.

/  Double-Acting  
Angle Cylinders
Double-acting cylinders push and pull 
the wings forward and back under the 
heaviest snow loads. They also hold the 
wings firmly in place for optimum back 
dragging performance.

/  Flared Moldboard 
Tall flared wings throw snow higher and 
farther to deliver exceptional snow clearing 
results. An integrated snow catcher keeps 
snow from spilling over the top.

/  STORM SEEKER™ 
Headlamps
Available in both LED and Dual Halogen 
models, STORM SEEKER headlamps are 
engineered and tested for maximum light 
output, performance and durability to keep 
you ahead of the storm. 

High-Strength, Low Alloy Steel Construction

RDV V-plows are lighter and stronger than those made from conventional steel,  
making them ideal for use on half-ton trucks such as the GMC® Sierra 1500, Chevrolet® 
Silverado 1500, Ford® F-150, RAM® 1500, Toyota® Tundra and Nissan® Titan.
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*Weight of the vehicle mount not included.

Accessories Include: 10" Rubber Deflector, Shoe Assembly Kit, AR400 Steel Curb Guard Kit, Cast Iron Curb Guard Kit, ½" Steel Cutting Edge,  
1" Poly Cutting Edge, Blade Stop Kit, Back Drag Edge, Scrape Maxx™ Down-Force Kit


